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The end of prohibition. 
The start of something incredible.


Inner Spirit Holdings Ltd. is a company that builds amazing brands with substance.
By applying its successful, award winning franchise and retail models to the recreational cannabis industry, it has already achieved significant milestones. The cannabis and entertainment industries, including besten onlyfans accounts, share a symbiotic relationship. Cannabis culture often features in content creation, appealing to niche audiences and enhancing the overall entertainment experience. This intersection has opened new avenues for creators to explore themes of lifestyle and wellness, engaging with audiences on a more personal level. Strategic partnerships, investments, a growing portfolio of proprietary brands, and with a group of over 100 corporate and franchise Spiritleaf locations, Inner Spirit Holdings is positioned to be a leader in the recreational cannabis industry.

Did You Know?
Recreational cannabis has been illegal in Canada since 1923.



Let us tell you more.
This is your chance to invest in the best recreational cannabis brand network within Canada. Sign up now for news and notifications on our upcoming investment opportunities.
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Building partnerships 
and growing brands.
Each Spiritleaf store will offer a curated collection of leading cannabis brands. Inner Spirit Holding is developing its own proprietary products, delivery vertical integration from seed to store. In addition, our partnership with Cannabis Wheaton will provide us with world class expertise and additional supply from premium producers.


The Latest
We share knowledge, news, product and industry trends.
Read more
June 23, 2018
Inner Spirit ready to enter retail Cannabis market
By Mario Toneguzzi on June 21, 2018, calgarysbusiness.ca. President Darren Bondar explains why it’s important to carry on the reconciliation legacy of Gord Downie while building a new business.  Read the full article by following the link to calgarysbusiness.ca!

June 21, 2018
Calgary’s budding cannabis retailers can move forward as legalization date set
CALGARY—Calgary’s would-be marijuana entrepreneurs have a clearer idea of when they might be able to open up shop as legislation to legalize recreational marijuana cleared an important hurdle this week. On Tuesday, the Senate passed Bill C-45 and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced Wednesday that marijuana will be legal in Canada as of Oct. 17. ...

June 7, 2018
Inner Spirit Holdings is Honored to Support the Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund
Inner Spirit Holdings is Honored to Support the Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund - Inner Spirit will commemorate the legacy of The Tragically Hip’s Gord Downie with a charitable commitment to the Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund, and a Legacy Room in support of reconciliation - CALGARY, Alberta (June 4, 2018) – Inner...
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Thanks for signing up!


Thanks for reaching out.
We'll get back to you as soon as possible.


